
FUNEVENT.IN
ADD LIFE TO YOUR EVENTS



VIRTUAL REALITY SHOOTING ARENA

With the choice of over 30 shooting game experience we at funevent.in are rated as India’s No 1 VR shooting arena 
service providers.  We can now bring this experience to your event anywhere in India and abroad.
Cost for set up : Starting at RS 10000 for a 8 hour event
Video of shooting Arena



MOTION SPORTS ARENA

Motion Sports Arena comes with a range of motion sports games like Football, Tennis, Bowling, Soccer, Cricket, All 
Olympic Games etc.  Its simple plug and play system which could be enjoyed by all age groups from 4 year to 60 years 
age.
Cost for set up : Rs 5000 starting 
Video Links of Set up : How is the set up , Motion Bowling Arena



LASER TAG ARENA

We conduct mobile laser tag events wherein a space is converted into a real life arena with inflatable obstacles, light effects
 and music and it can be played both indoors and outdoors.
Cost : Rs 3000 starting 



VIRTUAL REALITY RACING SIMULATION

Racing Simulation is an awesome add on to your event product line up. They provide virtual driving experience same as a 
F1 racer feels.
Cost for set up : Starting at RS 10000 for a 8 hour event
Video of Driving simualtion Virtual reality



INTERACTIVE  WALL ARENA

Make any wall interactive to play games and add fun engagement to crowd of all age group. Digital interactive 
display walls use TV monitors or projectors and a motion or touch sensor to create large displays that can 
respond to a user’s touch and/or movement.
Cost of Set up : Rs 15000 starting
Video Link :Interactive Wall Arena



INVISIBLE MONITOR

You won't be able to see what's on the TV without a pair of magic glasses. Your friend with the power of glasses 
will guide you to the finish line. Perfect for team based gaming.
Video Link : Spy Invisble monitor
Cost : Starting at Rs 2000/- 



PLAY BRICKS FOR KIDS

Giant Lego Bricks which brings out the creativity of all age groups, build your own castle or literally anything you 
want to. 
Cost of Set up : Rs 3000 starting
Video link : Giant Play Bricks



INTERACTIVE FLOOR 

Attractive eyecatcher at trade fairs, live events and promotional campaigns natural, appealing and playful floor game 
interaction, play area that integrates perfectly.
Video Link : Interactive wall



VR Meditation 

Take a short virtual vacation across 27 environments 
to find your happy place in one of the customized 
meditation spots. Alternatively, learn ancient 
meditation practices in a cutting-edge way with over 
16 hours of custom guided sessions. You can also trek 
through the lush environments at your own pace.
Meditation, coupled with VR technologies, can be 
more precise and personalized and make the learning 
curve easier. Plus, when wearing a headset you are 
truly transported, making it easier to tune out of any 
distractions around you and focus.
Cost: Rs 8000 / day



360 Degree Video Booth

The 360° is the most spherical video capture 
device around, it’s been developed to allow all 
types of events to discover new ways to capture 
experiences.Set to capture the entire experience 
with one-button, the 360° booth create seamless 
videos in ultra high definition that can be shared 
through social media or hosted directly on a 
brands website.
cost : Rs 30000/- 



Reaction Wall - Agility / Reflex Test 



INFLATABLES 

We have Inflatables for all your event requirements.  We provide the complete package customized as per your needs
Cost :  Rs 10000 starting



VIRTUAL REALITY CRICKET SET UP

Cricket is not a sport it’s a religion in India, and we up the adrenaline of a fan by giving an experience of it feels 
like to play in a stadium 
Cost of Set up : Rs 10000 starting
Video link : Cricket VR Video



MOTION DANCE ARENA

Motion Dance Arena comes with a range of music and dance styles including Zumba, select your favorite song and dance 
to the steps.  Its simple plug and play system which could be enjoyed by all age groups from 4 year to 60 years age.
Cost for set up : Rs 5000 starting 
Video Links of Set up : How is the set up , Motion Bowling Arena



BEAR BABY VR

Virtual Reality is for normally above age 12 and we have a perfect machine which allows 
kids to experience VR.
Cost of Set up : Rs 15000



FIFA ARENA

Our Fifa 19 Arena consists of 55 inch TV with Fifa 19 + Playstation 4 Pro and controller we cater to all gaming 
tournament
Cost of Set up : Rs 5000 starting



VIRTUAL REALITY PLANK

VR plank is the perfect recipe for you to overcome your fear of heights and experience some serious adrenaline rush.

Cost : Rs 10000 starting



VIRTUAL REALITY ROLL COASTER

Virtual Reality roller coaster machine and experience with over 20 roller coaster rides. 
Cost of Set up : Rs 15000 starting
Video reference : Vr rollercoaster video



VR SOCCER

Add a mesmerizing virtual reality  football experience for your events. Score or Save penalties.

Cost of Set up : Starting at Rs 8000/-



SELFIE PHOTO BOOTH

Add a easy portable selfie booth to your event with instant print / share option with customized backdrops
Cost : Starting at Rs 5000



Caligram / Word photo Booth

They say a picture says a thousand words. Our 
Calligram Booth makes that a reality
The Calligram Photo Booth takes a photo of your client 
and reconstructs it using words from a piece of text – 
anything from a corporate mission to a happy birthday 
greeting!

Images from the Calligram Photo Booth are printed and 
shared socially on the spot, meaning your guests won’t be 
left waiting to see their new, wordy selves!
Get in touch with us today to find out how we can bring 
the Calligram Photo Booth to your next event

Cost of set up : RS 25000 starting



LIGHT PAINTING

Unique light painting experience were you can capture and 
have photoprint taken . With a combination of DSLR and 
webcam, users can see a live preview of themselves as they 
are painting.
Using a long exposure and a dark room, we will let your 
guests paint in real time using light on a live preview of 
yourself.

Cost of set up : RS 10000 starting



ANIMATED GIF PHOTO BOOTH

Create your own Party Photo 
Booth! Animated GIFs are now 
more popular than ever. Give users 
the choice of uploading a still photo 
or Animated GIF, or skip the still 
photos completely and set up our 
booth as an Animated GIF booth. 
You can even create Animated GIFs 
with animated overlays! Combine 
Green Screen photos with animated 
backgrounds to make truly 
eye-popping GIFs. Users can upload 
and share their GIFs to Social Media 
and still print their still photos.  

Cost For Set up : Rs 5000 starting



CONTEST MODE PHOTO BOOTH

Promote your brand
Run contests at your photo booth by  Creating a “golden 
ticket” template that randomly prints for users to win a 
contest or giveaway.
Contest mode gives your photo booth the ability to run 
contests for giveaways at your photo booth.

Cost of Set up : RS 5000 starting



CUSTOMIZED PHOTO PRINT BOOTH

Our Photobooth offers you best offer for every occasion with best service -- fully customizable -- easy to use -- 
portable -- social media compatible -- Multiple output options.

Cost : Rs 10000/-



PHOTO MOSAIC WALL

Creates jaw-dropping digital & physical mosaics from live event photos in real-time; using an exclusive, 
state-of-the-art algorithm
Cost: Starting  Rs 20000/-



AIR GRAFFITI WALL

AIR Graffiti Wall is a unique and exciting product that allows the creation of virtual graffiti on a digital wall. The 
interactive experience is operated with a rear projection screen, laptop, projector, and infrared spray cans.

Cost : Starting at Rs 20000/-



VIRTUAL REALITY ZONE

We provide a 360* rotational chair which will enhance your virtual experience as you get to move within the experience.
Cost : starting at rs 15000
Video Reference : vr motion chair



Mirror Selfie Booth

The Magic Mirror mixes the love of a selfie along with the importance of a full length photo. The Magic Mirror takes 
high quality photographs and prints them in under 10 seconds. Cost : Rs 30,000 full day



Digital Slingshot

Guests will be given touch screen enabled digital slingshots to interact. They will click a selfie; share what they feel 
about the event and slingshot the message. Cost RS 30000 /- 



VR Horror / Scary Booth

Having a Halloween Theme or want to have a high end 
VR experience, if you are not the faint hearted have 
our VR horror booth installed at your next event

Video Link : https://youtu.be/oI_UEo5SURA

Cost : Rs 10000 starting 



VR Xmas Booth

VR XMAS is an action packed VR snowball 
game where you get to relive your childhood 
snowball fights - this time with the cool 
gadgets you once wish you had! Battle against 
the neighborhood kids and fight your way to 
the top of the global leaderboard.

Cost : RS 8000



VR Celebration Booth

Perfect kiosk if your theme is 
festival or Celebrations. 
Expereice bursting crackers in 
virtual reality . with vibrant colors 
and tons of cracker option this 
set up will bring back childhood 
memories of festivity in User.

Cost: 8000 starting



8050044440
CONTACT@FUNEVENT.IN


